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Foreword

Buying behavior has changed over the last decade as more brands and 

companies adapt to a digital-first approach. This has occurred for a variety 

of reasons: buyers have access to more information, they’re more 

digitally-savvy, and are in the driver’s seat of the buying journey. 

Companies have been playing catch up to this change, and it’s born a 

new breed of buyer behavior.


We have learned, and have the data to support, that buyers fundamentally 

do not want to share their information before they’re ready. The buyers 

you care about are anonymously on your site right now, and it’s time to 

deanonymize website traffic to learn how to engage prospects more 

intelligently.


This book will help you understand that old-world B2B marketing 

strategies and tactics are irrelevant in our new normal. B2B buying 

behavior has shifted—your strategies and technology need to, as well.



In this book, you’ll learn how buying behavior has shifted in our new way 

of life. You’ll walk away with  strategies and solutions that show you how to 

engage, nurture, and convert today’s B2B buyer.


You’ll learn about:


The shift to anonymous B2B buying behavior


The conversational sales and marketing strategies that help you 

understand, engage, and convert anonymous buyers 


How to gather signals of account-based buying intent from your website 

to improve your sales motion

We’re in a new world of B2B 

marketing because we have 

a new, anonymous buyer.
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In the past, marketing has measured success by the volume of leads and 

pipeline generated. The traditional B2B model was fairly by-the-book. 


First, a potential buyer filled out a form, like “Contact Sales” or “Request a 

Demo,” then they’d receive a follow-up phone call and slew of emails from 

a sales rep. If the prospect wasn’t ready to buy, they’d get plopped into a 

nurture campaign, powered by your marketing automation system of 

choice, and then sent along an email journey where, throughout it all, 

they’d be scored against specific activities; i.e. clicking a specific link in an 

email, arriving on a marketing landing page, or graduating to a new stage 

in the campaign if they showed high-buying intent.


Eventually that lead would convert to a Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL) 

and get passed off to the sales team to set up a call, schedule a demo, 

and (hopefully) close the deal.
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Under the surface of this playbook, buyer-fatigue was brewing. One-size-

fits-all B2B marketing tactics bred bad buying behavior like using dummy 

emails and c-cvcabandoning forms. Old-world B2B experiences 

conditioned buyers to expect an onslaught of communication once they 

relinquished their information through a form. In turn, buyers began 

craving anonymity to avoid annoying sales behavior. 


Fast forward: there’s been a seismic shift in buyer behavior with the rise of 

the anonymous buyer.


Buying behavior has shifted. The old-world journey, littered with forms 

and content gates, doesn’t fit the needs of a buyer that wishes to remain 

anonymous. You need to adjust your strategy and technology to win in the 

new world of B2B engagement. 
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Buyers do not want to give you their names, let alone email addresses. 

They’re researching and investigating through content to figure out the 

details of what they need and resistant to giving up any information for it in 

return. They want to remain anonymous and are extremely reticent to reveal 

any personal information.


These target buyers are extremely intelligent—they don’t want to be chased 

and they don’t want relentless follow-ups. They want to consider and find 

solutions on their own. They want information quickly and are unlikely to 

give up any personal data that ties them to any one record in Salesforce. 


To avoid the communication deluge of old-world marketing, these savvy 

buyers will fill out forms with dummy data, personal emails, and faux 

numbers. They don’t want to be known and they don’t want us to know 

where they are. Buyers are attempting to navigate the journey without giving 

up any details about their identities. 


These anonymous buyers are on the  

move, they’re moving quickly, and 

72% of them expect personalized  

experiences at every touch point.  

Half of them spend upward of  

3 hours a day on their smartphones  

indicating that they’re connecting,  

working, and (we hope) open to  

buying from anywhere. 

of anonymous buyers 

expect personalized 

experiences at every 

touchpoint 

Salesforce

72
%
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What was once up is now 

down, and what was once 

down is now up. This means:

The old-world playbook is the culprit of a pipeline and lead gen problem. 

The world has changed and your strategy should be charting the course 

for a brighter, more transparent future. 

Buyers are less likely to give up 

their information 


Leads falsified by dummy data


Fewer deals in the pipeline

The Anonymous Buyer


a new breed of B2B buyer that will not fill out a form nor 

give you their Personal Identifiable Information (P.I.I.)

Yet, much of the B2B world is still littered with forms and gates and there’s 

nothing personal or cutting edge about it. The data holds that there is a 

38% ghost rate when a rep doesn’t respond to a prospect quickly enough. 
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These buyers choose anonymity. Over 81% 

of buyers avoid filling out forms (LinkedIn; 

Forrester) because they don’t want to 

engage early or before they’re ready. They 

do research on their own terms and reach 

out when/if the moment is right for them. 

They hate spam and cold calls and they can 

find what they need on their own. Roughly 

~70-80% of buyers prefer remote human 

interaction or a digital service (McKinsey). 

This is a seismic shift from the traditional 

world in which we used to live. 

Anonymous buyers are self-sufficient. They know how to get what 

information they need to make a decision. They move swiftly, with 

intention, to get the answers to their questions sans interactions.


Interestingly, anonymous buyers regularly engage with  

top-of-the-funnel activities. They’re familiarizing themselves  

with your product, your customer stories, your gaps; but they 

won’t quite give you their name, email, or phone number. And 

they might not ever, because let’s face it, they don’t need to do  

so in an incognito window.


So time on your site might be shorter and 

lead gen might be slower, but that doesn’t 

mean people aren’t navigating to your 

website with the intent to purchase.

of buyers avoid filling 

out forms because 

they don’t want to 

engage early or 

before they’re ready. 

LinkedIn; Forrester

81
%
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We know it takes a website visitor less than 50 ms (faster than a blink of an 

eye) to decide if they’re going to stay on your site. This just means that 

buyers are opting to “move onto the next” more quickly. 


Buyers also now have access to more information than ever before. 

Between community pages, websites like Reddit, and review sites like G2, 

buyers can do their own research before making a purchase. According to 

Gartner, 27% of buyers spent their time doing their own research versus 

17% of buyers who’d rather meet with a vendor. Not only can customers 

self-source product pros and cons, but they can also leverage more real-

time customer feedback from their peers at other firms.


You may be thinking: “Okay, got it. The world has changed and buyer 

behavior has shifted. We understand the behavior, we get the attitude, 

and we see the expectations of an anonymous buyer. So how are we 

supposed to engage with them?” 

You cannot expect an anonymous buyer to fill 

out a form on your site and you can’t guarantee 

that they will willingly give you their name, 

email, or phone number. 

You have to meet them on 

their terms and timeline.
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In this digital-first cvcpresent, it’s critical to make your website as 

intelligent as possible. There are solutions that are designed to help you 

form a complete picture of your website visitors and instantly engage 

them, without ever serving up a form or gate. 


Your digital marketing strategy matters and 

you need to engage buyers in timely, 

personalized, contextual sales conversations. 

Timing and technology is everything.

Anonymous buying behavior is here: buyers are attempting to navigate 

their own journey, when in reality, we should be the ones guiding them. 

It’s more important than ever to speak the language, engage them in new 

ways, make your website as intelligent as possible, and map to the new 

journey of your customers and prospects.

CHAPTER 2 RECAP
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Even though they’re not filling out forms, anonymous buyers are still 

familiarizing themselves with your brand and it is possible to 

connect with them and build relationships.


There are four steps you can take to meaningfully connect 

with this new generation of buyers:

Leverage your technology stack to understand who’s on your site:

Marketing 

automation 

platforms

B2B DATA 

PLATFORMS

Connect Your Website with Your Systems to 

Instantly Deanonymize Visitors 

STEP 1

Your website needs to talk to your Salesforce instance to 

understand visitor’s roles and where they may be in a 

current sales cycle. By connecting to Salesforce, you can 

instantly know when an important Lead, Contact, Account, 

or Open Opportunity has arrived on the site.


Hook into your marketing automation platforms like 

Pardot, Hubspot, or Marketo. Then automatically surface 

relevant lead information, like lead score or which 

marketing campaign they have engaged with.


By connecting with data enrichment systems that perform 

Reverse IP lookups, you can reveal a visitors’ employer, as 

well as relevant firmographic data. 
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Knowledge is power. Knowing who’s on your site and when creates a 

prime opportunity to deliver personalized, contextualized, and bespoke 

experiences to your otherwise anonymous buyers. 

Account-based 

marketing (ABM) 

platforms

By connecting with ABM solutions, you can instantly 

reveal helpful information about your target 

accounts, like their profile fit or purchase phase.

Pro tip! 

Identify when your target accounts are visiting by 

using a reverse IP service like Clearbit to match visitor 

data against your account list in Salesforce

www.company.com/pricing

Salesforce Data

CMO

Title

Stripe

Company

Diamond Enterprise

ABM Tier

$120,000.00

Opportunity Amount

James Paver is on your site


AMER West Reps

Sales Rep Owner

Sara Salesrep

Welcome, James    

I’m Sara, Stripe’s dedicated rep. 

How can I help today?

Sara Salesrep

Let’s hop on a call to discuss 

the best option for you.

I have some pricing questions...

James Paver

Join via web

Sara Salesrep

Incoming call...
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Don’t prevent buyers from learning about your brand.


Lower the barrier to entry and let buyers watch videos, read books, and 

engage with content without making them jump through hoops with a 

form and forcing them to submit their personal details. 


Anonymous Buyers Are Curious—Serve Up Ungated 

Content to Them

Conversational content marketing 


allows you to serve content to your audience alongside 

engaging, custom chatbot and live chat experiences. 

STEP 2

Implementing conversational content marketing is a way to engage 

visitors who are actively exploring your top-of-funnel content. As potential 

buyers are engaging with your materials, you can surface a conversational 

experience, rather than a form. Chatbots capture more leads than a 

generic form, especially if designed to serve up custom, compelling 

content for your visitors. 

Pro tip! 

Always iterate on your experiences! A chatbot shouldn’t 

just be a form replacement; build your experiences to 

meet the needs of your website visitors on specific pages.
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Create an experience that features a question about the content they’re 

viewing. Instead of running back into the shadows, they’ll engage with 

your content and eventually your sales team. You can chat with them in  

an unobtrusive way while they’re reading and help foster their learning. 


You can help buyers navigate content on the site, with the intent of 

collecting their email to send a follow up piece of content that may pique 

their interest. Chatbots are a perfect solution for pages with high traffic. 

They’re able to assess qualified buyers at the top of the funnel, address 

questions, serve up recommendations, and keep buyers engaged on 

the website. 


When the time is right, you can capture a lead by inviting the reader to 

download the content piece or have it emailed to them to review on their 

own time. It’s a win-win: prospects can peruse when and how they want, 

and your organization captures a high-quality lead. 


www.company.com/ebook

+
Content: 

Ungated book
Download the PDF

Email me the book

Chat with a human

Always-on messenger 

with custom chat 

experience
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Like we know from step one, you need a line of sight into  

your website traffic.


Now that you’ve connected your website to your back-end systems,  

you have a clearer picture of your website visitors. Create segments to 

organize and prioritize website traffic for your sales team like: target 

accounts, open opportunities, “known” or returning visitors. This way,  

they can focus their efforts on the visitors who matter most. As a practice, 

conversational sales and marketing works best when your strategy is 

built on Salesforce.

Segment Your Website Traffic to Separate 

The Signal from The Noise

STEP 3

www.company.com/ebook

Download the PDF

Email me the book

Chat with a human

Welcome 

What would you like to do?

EBOOK
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Conversational sales and marketing opens the door to real-time 

conversations with buyers who are closer to the bottom of the marketing 

funnel. If a prospect has been sneaking around on your pricing or legal 

page, serve up a just-in-time experience to prompt a conversation or offer 

a quick voice call. This is an essential part of conversational sales and 

marketing as it enables your sales reps to connect with anonymous  

buyers on their terms. 

Have Your Sales Reps Proactively Engage Buyers 

on High-Intent Pages

STEP 4

You can alert sales reps when high-value visitors are on your site and 

route those visitors for a real-time conversation. Engagement is greatest 

when you observe their digital body language and greet them with a 

tailored message.


Diamond Accounts Platinum Accounts Gold Accounts

Visitors on your site
Chloe Lim
Zoom

Zoom

Super Diamond

4,422

$2.7B

Super Diamond Accounts
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Engage an anonymous buyer with conversational sales and marketing. It’s 

a smarter, less-intrusive way to meet with your buyers as they explore your 

content and your site. 


CHAPTER 3 RECAP

Conversational sales and marketing provides insights about website 

visitors and gives you a way to engage them in a brand new way. This 

helps you work with the buyer—not against them—so you can offer them a 

more personalized, white-glove buying experience. In turn, you’ll capture 

more leads and generate more pipeline to accelerate the buying cycle.
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We now know that conversational sales and marketing removes the cloak 

of anonymity to your website visitors and gives you a new way to meet 

with them. There is a final, critical piece to the puzzle of effectively 

engaging with this new breed of buyer: account-based sales intelligence.

Conversational sales and marketing helps you connect with the visitors 

that matter most to your business, regardless of their own desire to 

remain anonymous. In Gartner’s 5 Ways The Future of B2B Buying Will 

Rewrite the Rules of Effective Selling report, it’s imperative to 

Conversational sales and marketing does just that by segmenting traffic, 

serving up bespoke content, and allowing you to engage with buyers in 

real time. But, there’s one burning question: how do you roll-up those 

valuable website insights to get a clearer picture of the accounts that are 

in-market to buy?

“rapidly 

build digital sales experiences to support customer self-learning on the 

array of complex considerations associated with their products, services, 

and above all else, the customer’s change journey.” 


Account-based intelligence


 is designed to tell you which accounts are exploring your 

website and demonstrating buying intent, helping sellers to 

harness valuable website data, get a clearer picture of their 

target accounts, and prospect more efficiently. 
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The modern buying committee consists of more than just one decision 

maker. “The typical buying group for a complex B2B solution involves six 

to 10 decision makers, each armed with four or five pieces of information 

they’ve gathered independently and must deconflict with the group,” 

reports Gartner. 

Prospects and decision-makers are poking around the website, signalling 

buying intent through activity on your site, but oftentimes this critical data 

is trapped and hidden away from sales teams, resulting in missed 

opportunities because website engagement is a critical predictor of 

buying intent. It’s imperative to make your website as intelligent as 

possible to collect these signals.

Account-based sales intelligence strategies 

reveal not only the anonymous visitors, but 

also the otherwise anonymous accounts 

that are exploring your website and 

showing signs of buying intent.

Website engagement


demonstrates patterns of website activity that indicate 

product interest and whether an account is sales-ready. 
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Website engagement is measured by:

Anonymous buyers and buying committees will continue to come to 

your site in droves; unearthing their intentions empowers your sales 

teams to deliver high-touch, white-glove interactions that just may help 

buyers rethink their anonymity and rethink their anonymity to engage 

with your business.

Mouse clicks or scroll 

depth on site

Page views with 

high intent

Active time on site 

Voice calls

Multiple visitors from 

an account


Chatbot conversations

Meetings booked

Human conversations

Visitor recency and 

return frequency

Account intelligence is critical to 

running your business. It helps teams 

be more efficient with their 

prospecting efforts and close deals 

faster.
Joe Leverson, Head of Digital Marketing
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The result? focused sales 

teams, faster deal cycles, 

and more revenue. 

Connecting Salesforce 

to your website helps you 

understand when VIPs 

(Leads, Contacts, Accounts, 

Opportunities) have arrived.

Account-based sales intelligence 

monitors visitor behavior and tells 

sellers which accounts are 

demonstrating buying intent, so 

they can focus on the right accounts

Conversational sales and 

marketing helps you 

segment website traffic and 

engage VIP visitors in real 

time (with bots or humans).

By making your website intelligent, you can use account-based sales 

intelligence, built with AI that gets ‘smarter’ over time, to arm sales teams 

with valuable buying intent data. This data helps sellers prioritize 

prospecting efforts by giving them a list of which accounts are in-market 

to buy and therefore helps them generate more pipeline with otherwise 

anonymous buyers.


Salesforce Data

Airbnb

Account

Prospect

Account Type

Super Diamond

ABM Tier

$124,000.00

Opportunity Amount

A VIP buyer is on your site

AMER West Reps

Sales Rep Owner

Airbnb

Today

Account

Trend

Current Temp

Last High Intent Visit

Surging

91°

Email sent by

Nov 1 Nov 2 Nov 3 Nov 4 Nov 5 Nov 

6

Nov 7 Nov 

8

100°


80°


60°


40°


20°


0°
Sales Rep

Sara Salesrep

Target Account Alert!

A VIP buyer from Airbnb is on the site. 

Start a conversation now. 

Qualified now
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Conversational sales and marketing, paired with account-based sales 

intelligence products, allows sellers to prioritize their time to focus on 

engaging accounts that are heating up and primed for engagement on 

your site.

CHAPTER 4 RECAP



In the future of B2B buying, people’s behavior will attempt to become 

even more anonymous as people, companies, and even workspaces, 

continue to decentralize. It’s more important than ever to have a strategy 

and technology in place that addresses the reality we’re in and how to 

engage this new type of buyer.


Buyers know what they want and how to get it—and they don’t want to 

spend a ton of time or effort visiting places they’ve already been. The old 

world of B2B is dead—the new world is powered by intelligent websites 

that understand, decode, and serve up bespoke information to customers 

across the funnel to drive pipe and ultimately close more deals. 

The Future of B2B Buying

Qualified, the #1 conversational sales and marketing platform for 

companies that use Salesforce, is the best way to:

Instantly know when VIP buyers arrive on your site 

Engage high-intent buyers with live chat, voice-calls, and conversational 

content marketing 

Deliver white-glove buying experiences to target accounts  

Harness the power of account-based sales intelligence to understand 

the intent of your website traffic 

Focus your sales reps’ energy and efforts on the accounts that matter 

most, at the most important time

Your company needs a smarter 

strategy that invests in conversational 

sales and marketing paired with 

account-based sales intelligence.



The trusted enterprise platform

GDPRSOC 2 ISV

Meet Qualified
The leading Conversational Marketing 

platform for Salesforce, designed to 

help you engage and convert your 

target buyers.

Trusted by the world’s leading brands


